
Calculating your Carbon Footprint for a Typical Journey to the Austrian Alps

There are a large number of possible travel scenarios - here are four of them for a trip to Obernberg 
near the Brenner Pass starting in Oxford. 

A. Drive to Heathrow Airport
Fly to Innsbruck
Hire car and drive to Obernberg
Return using same route

Return journey by car to Heathrow 
Return flight to Innsbruck 
Return journey by car to Obernberg 

B. Drive to Heathrow Airport
Fly to Innsbruck
Bus to Innsbruck Hauptbahnhof
Train to Steinach am Brenner
Bus to Obernberg
Return using same route

Return journey by car to Heathrow
Return flight to Innsbruck
Return journey using Train and Bus to Obernberg

C. Drive to Folkestone
Cross channel with Le Shuttle
Drive to Ulm in Germany
Stay overnight in Ulm
Drive to Obernberg
Return same route

Return journey by car to Folkestone
Return crossing with Le Shuttle
Return journey by car from Coquelles to Obernberg via Ulm 
2 x overnight stay in Ulm 

D. Train and Tube to London St. Pancras
Eurostar to Paris
Train to Augsberg
Stay overnight in Augsburg
Train to Steinach am Brenner via Munich and Innsbruck
Bus to Obernberg
Return same route

Return train/tube to St. Pancras 
Return Eurostar to Paris 
Return train to Augsburg
Return train to Steinach am Brenner via Munich and Innsbruck
Return bus to Obernberg



Travelling by train is usually regarded as being the low-carbon option so let's look at that one first  -
option D. We’re going to use the carbon footprint calculator (link on the AAC(UK) website)

https://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx

Firstly we need to work out the distances involved. For the car, train and bus journey distances we 
can use

www.Rome2Rio.com 

Simply enter the start and finish for each section of the journey e.g. Oxford to St. Pancras 
International

Click on the > sign to the right of each leg to see the distance for that part of the journey.



This will allow you to produce the following approximate mileage values

Return train to London Paddington - 126
Return Paddington to St. Pancras by tube - 7
Return Eurostar to Paris - 565
Return train to Augsburg - 966
Return train to Steinach am Brenner via Munich and Innsbruck - 312
Return bus to Obernberg - 16

Next we need to add up distances for the same method of transport.

For bus and tube travel it’s easy but for train travel a distinction is made in the carbon calculator 
between regional trains and international trains. The difference being whether or not they are diesel 
or electric trains. In this example the majority of the train travel (probably all) is electric so I’ll use 
the international train travel option in the carbon calculator. 

Bus 16
Tube 7
International Train 126+565+966+312 = 1969

Then using these values in the carbon footprint calculator gives a total of 0.02 tonnes CO2e (or 20 
Kg of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent).



This value is quite approximate. If you actually look at the individual figures in the output from the 
calculator it shows that the bus and tube don’t contribute anything!

This is simply because they are very small values and the calculator is rounding the number down 
to zero. It’s quite interesting to put very large values in these boxes to see what the conversion 
factors really are :

1 mile by bus is 0.00016851 tonnes of CO2e or 168.51 grammes
1 mile by international rail is 0.00000961 tonnes or 9.61 grammes
1 mile by tube/tram is 0.00004963 tonnes or 49.63 grammes

It would appear that the calculation could be simplified by simply ignoring “short” bus and 
tube/tram journeys. I’ll leave this up to you.



A similar calculation for the driving and flying option (option A) gives a value of 0.34 tonnes of 
CO2e (Flight = 0.3 and emissions from a medium-sized petrol car over 143 miles contributes 0.04 
tonnes). This is a factor of 17 times larger than the train option!

(N.B. The Carbon Footprint Calculator on the AAC(UK) website has the flight distances built-in so 
you don’t need to use Rome2Rio for this).

As an added complication you need to decide whether or not you want to include the carbon cost of 
the overnight accommodation (is your home still being occupied or heated whilst you’re away for 
example such that the hotel accommodation is additional ?)

There is a website which provides a good indication of the carbon cost of an overnight stay (based 
upon data from 24,000 hotels which are part of the website’s scheme):

www.hotelfootprints.org/footprinting

Just zoom in on the map to the area/town where you hope to stay, select Click Map and click on the 
map. The image below is an example of the output you’ll see giving the average or mean Carbon 
footprint per occupied room per night for hotels in the Augsburg area. It gives more accurate values 
if the hotel you have chosen is part of the scheme and you can zoom in onto that particular hotel.



This figure needs to be multiplied by the number of nights (in this case 2) to give 0.052 tonnes CO2e

approx. Interestingly this is significantly more than the cost of the travel by train, tube and bus (0.02
tonnes). In total, however, you are still well below the value of 0.34 tonnes for flying.

I’ll leave it to the interested reader to do the similar calculations for options B and C. You should 
end up with figures of approximately 0.33 and 0.56 tonnes of CO2e respectively. Yes, driving 
(without car sharing) is the worst option.

How much would it cost to offset all this carbon so that your net emissions for the trip are zero? 
Carbon offsets currently trade at about £10 per tonne. Yes, I know, they’re really cheap. Compared 
with the cost of the travel the cost of carbon offsetting is almost negligible. In fact, if you bought 
the whole tonne rather than the calculated fraction of a tonne you’re actually using you could 
become a carbon sink - removing carbon from the atmosphere! 

You also wouldn’t have to do this calculation again.

Ever.

Go on, be positive, go negative, buy the whole tonne!
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